2016 IIME REPORT
Country/Region [ Indonesia ]
School [ Tugasku School ] Teacher [ Putri Widyastuti ] Grade ( 7-9 ) Member ( 12 )
JP school [ Higashi Atago Junior High School ] Teacher [ Takefumi Otsuka ]

# Subjects, Activities and Times of the lessons
Subject
Conception of the lesson

Hours

HISTORY

Understanding background information about the concept of the Mural

10

ENGLISH

Practicing English for communicating in video conference

10

Learning of to mix color for IIME

3

ART

# Theme and Message of the mural
Theme
Message
United thoughts to
share with the world

Indonesia modern and old tradition in conveying famous sports from Indonesia and Japan
The message is sharing sports is important for young generation and showing its
countries best sports. The modern and old tradition culture and building also shown in the
mural that we as young generation should maintain our old tradition and not forgetting it
while we are facing up our modern era, we still maintain our tradition.

# Effects and the Problems
Effects your students have gained
They love gaining more information from any sources
like books and from the internet before they start
painting the mural





Points for further improvement
More video conferences
Active chat through social media for the
students such as; IG, Facebook, Path, etc
They can have the students email so they
send emails

# How has your impression toward your partner’s country/region and the world changed?
Changes in the students
Changes in the teachers
My students love having video conference with Mr. Takefumi is a great teachers and giving us two
Higashi
times of video conference
But my students asked more 

# Flow of the Activity
Content
Month
MEET
Selfintroduction

Sept

SHARE

Mid
Sept

What you did
Self-introduction

Discuss to unite the mural

UNITE

Oct

United message/

Mural design

Discuss the half painting

CREATE

APPRECIATE
Reflection/
Appreciation

They are eager to browse lots info both
from books and internet

Video conference 1; both the students
from Tugasku and Higashi are active to
communicate in the forum

Jan-F
eb

History

English
and Art

Forum

Dec

Mural painting

Subject
English

Changing theme of the mural

Research on
the theme

Your students attitude/reflection
They are very enthusiast

English
Discuss the whole theme
from both countries

Video Conference 2 both the students
from Tugasku and Higashi are active to
communicate in the forum

# Aim of the Lessons and Result
Aim: Rank A to C in order you put emphasis on (A: very much/ B: much / C: not so much)
Result: Rank 5 to 1 (5: very effective / 4: effective / 3: so- so / 2: not so effective / 1: not effective at all)

Expected Effect

Aim

Result

Understanding our own
cultures

A

5

Understanding the
other’s cultures

A

5

A

5

A

5

A

5

A

5

A

5

A

5

A

5

Communication ability
in the class/with partners

IT skills
Creating friendship
in the class/with partners

Collaboration
in the class/with partners

Attitude in learning
Expression ability
in words, in pictures

Appreciation ability
Appreciate the mural and the
whole collaborative learning

How your students have reached it
VERY ENTHUSIAST
VERY ENTHUSIAST
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION
EXCELLENT
VERY ENTHUSIAST
VERY ENTHUSIAST
VERY ENTHUSIAST
EXCELLENT
VERY ENTHUSIAST

English

